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ABSTRACT
Recent work has shown that intentional forgetting of distracting, erroneous, or irrelevant
information aids memory, and relies on active, effortful processes. Two experiments investigated
the underlying attentional mechanisms that are active during directed forgetting (DF). Across
both experiments, participants completed a modified item-method DF task, in which they
received memory instructions to remember or forget individual images for a subsequent memory
test. Participants studied items associated with remember or forget instructions before they were
shown a subliminal presentation of target items. Finally, participants responded to probes by
identifying briefly shown letters to assess how attention and item identity information are
inhibited following forget instructions. In Experiment 1, after studying items, participants
completed either an explicit memory test (recognition) or an implicit memory task (perceptual
identification). Experiment 2 extended the findings of Experiment 1 by examining how spatial
information is inhibited following instructions to forget, given spatial components in many
recent investigations of DF (e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010; Taylor, 2005). Although it was
predicted that active forgetting would be associated with attentional inhibition linked to both
item identity and spatial location, results revealed no inhibitory effects during speeded probe
responses across both experiments. However, clear forgetting effects were observed, with
participants exhibiting better memory for items they were cued to remember, relative to items
they were cued to forget. The results of both experiments support the hypothesis that some
information is lost or degraded by instructions to intentionally forget, but raise further questions
about the nature of attentional withdrawal proposed to occur during a DF task.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Forgetting is often described as a failure of memory, the passive decay of encoded
material over time, interference from competing information, or even as changes in space or
context that affect accessibility of memory (for a review, see Suprenant & Neath, 2013). Since
Ebbinghaus's (1913) seminal demonstrations of the forgetting curve, researchers have been
interested in the relationship between learning and forgetting. Recent work has explored
forgetting as an active cognitive process, and that intentional forgetting of irrelevant, distracting,
or erroneous information has some benefit for memory (for reviews, see Johnson, 1994;
MacLeod, 1998). Intentional forgetting is a practice that is often engaged in real-world settings;
for example, many online accounts require that passwords be changed every six to eight months.
Engaging in successful intentional forgetting to discard the previous password then becomes
paramount to ease of accessing the account.
The benefits of forgetting were empirically demonstrated by an early study conducted by
Muther (1965). In this experiment, some participants received instructions to forget a subset of
presented stimuli. When participants were subsequently tested on their memory, recall
performance was dependent on forgetting: When participants were instructed to forget items,
recall of the remaining items improved. However, recall of remaining items (i.e., the items they
were told to remember) was lower than when participants simply learned fewer items. Although
this indicates that memory is not exclusively facilitated by forgetting, considerable evidence
supports that forgetting facilitates memory for remaining information (MacLeod, 1998).
The evidence that forgetting may be purposeful (e.g., Muther, 1965) led to the
development of laboratory paradigms designed to induce and examine forgetting. Directed
forgetting (DF) paradigms can be divided into two broad categories, list-method and item-
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method, which differ in when DF cues are shown to participants. In typical DF experiments,
participants study a series of items (usually words, but see Quinlan, Taylor, & Fawcett, 2010) for
a subsequent memory test. In list-method DF paradigms, participants are told at the midpoint of
the study list that the previous items will not be tested (i.e., they can forget all previous items),
but that the second half of the list will be tested. In item-method DF paradigms, study items are
each followed by an explicit cue instructing participants to either remember (e.g., R, remember,
RRRR) or forget (e.g., F, forget, FFFF; Muther, 1965; Geiselman, Bjork, & Fishman, 1983).
During test, participants either recall as many items as possible or make recognition judgments
about items they were instructed to remember, items they were instructed to forget, and novel
distractors. Participants are instructed to identify any item that was previously studied (i.e., both
remember and forget items) as old, and only novel distractors are categorized as new, to compare
memory performance for the to-be-remembered (TBR) and to-be-forgotten (TBF) items (e.g.,
Epstein, 1970)
DF paradigms report facilitation of items associated with remember cues (R items),
relative to items associated with forget cues (F items), as well as facilitation when compared to
baseline performance (i.e., no DF instructions) in explicit memory tasks, referred to as the
directed forgetting effect. This advantage is especially apparent for recall (e.g., MacLeod, 1975).
MacLeod (1999) also provided evidence that DF paradigms do indeed induce forgetting, rather
than selective reporting of TBR items, by demonstrating that retrieval of F items was impaired
even when participants were offered financial incentives to retrieve them.
While explicit memory tests show clear patterns for R and F items, the impact of DF on
implicit memory tests is less understood. MacLeod (1989) documented that using an itemmethod DF task revealed DF effects for both explicit (e.g., recognition and free recall) and
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implicit (e.g., fragment completfion and lexical decision) memory tests. These results showed
that participants explicitly remembered more R items compared to F items. Further, F items did
not show the same implicit facilitation in a fragment completion task, with participants
completing more R words than F words. A similar finding was reported by Fleck, Berch, Shear,
and Strakowski (2001), who found that items associated with forget cues were judged more
slowly than items associated with remember cues in a lexical decision task. However, Basden,
Basden, and Gargano (1993) failed to find similar results: They showed that DF effects were
easily established using both list- and item-method DF tasks that included an explicit test. Only
list-method DF, however, showed DF effects in an implicit test, with F items exhibiting no
priming effects. Despite mixed results, few studies have examined the impact of DF cues on
implicit memory, as explicit memory tests (e.g., recall and recognition) are more common.
Implicit memory tests allow for more precise investigations of whether or not a memory trace
remains for to-be-forgotten items, making it an ideal method to aid investigation of the
mechanisms that underlie DF effects.
Mechanisms of Forgetting
There are several underlying mechanisms proposed to explain directed forgetting effects,
including selective rehearsal of R and F items (Bjork, 1970, 1972), set differentiation of R and F
items (Epstein, Massaro, & Wilder, 1972), active erasure from memory (Muther 1965), and both
attentional inhibition (Zacks, Radvansky, & Hasher, 1996) and retrieval inhibition (Basden &
Basden, 1998). These hypotheses differ in whether they propose that differentiation (i.e.,
mechanisms by which R items are better remembered and F items are impaired, relative to no DF
instructions) between R and F items occurs during encoding or retrieval. While many DF
hypotheses exclusively discuss encoding (e.g., selective rehearsal) and retrieval (e.g., retrieval
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inhibition) mechanisms, recent evidence suggests that a strong attentional component is involved
in DF processes (e.g., Taylor, 2005; Fawcett & Taylor, 2010; Fawcett & Taylor, 2011). This
evidence has led to greater exploration of the attentional inhibition hypothesis in order to isolate
the underlying attentional mechanisms of DF effects.
The most dominant explanation for item-method DF effects has been the selective
rehearsal hypothesis (e.g., Basden, Basden, & Gargano, 1993; Bjork, 1970, 1972; MacLeod,
1999). According to selective rehearsal, individual items are held in working memory until the
memory instruction is received. When the F or R cue is presented, participants engage in
elaborative rehearsal of R items, but not F items. This selective engagement leads to more R
items subsequently retrieved, while F items gradually decay from the memory set. Early studies
of DF were interpreted as consistent with selective rehearsal (Bjork, 1972), and further evidence
was provided by Wetzel (1975; Wetzel & Hunt, 1977), who demonstrated that manipulating
post-cue rehearsal time (i.e., the time during which selective rehearsal should occur) impacted R,
but not F, item performance. Specifically, with longer post-cue intervals, R item memory
improved, but F item memory was unaffected (Wetzel & Hunt, 1977). In addition, when the
post-cue interval contained a distractor task that prevented rehearsal, R item memory suffered
without a corresponding effect on F items, essentially eliminating DF effects. These results
support the hypothesis that R items are actively rehearsed, while F items passively decay from
lack of rehearsal.
However, the selective rehearsal hypothesis fails to explain how to-be-forgotten (TBF)
items are eliminated from the memory set, and it suggests that forgetting is a passive decay
process. Forgetting as passive decay is not supported by recent behavioral and
neurophysiological evidence demonstrating active cognitive mechanisms engaged during
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intentional forgetting (e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2008; 2010; Ullsperger, Mecklinger, & Müller,
2000; Wylie, Foxe, & Taylor, 2008). For instance, Fawcett and Taylor (2008) demonstrated that
participants were slower to respond to dot probes following forget instructions relative to
remember instructions, which they interpreted as indication that forget processes were effortful
and took longer to disengage to respond to probes. Further, when compared to unintentional
forgetting, which is often associated with poor encoding conditions, successful intentional
forgetting has been shown to be associated with increased activation in prefrontal regions (see
Wylie et al., 2008). As prefrontal regions are implicated in executive control processes, this
suggests that intentionally forgetting relies on active mechanisms, and not on passive decay.
An alternative explanation for item-method DF effects is the attentional inhibition
hypothesis, which proposes that active cognitive processes are engaged during encoding
following remember and forget instructions. According to the attentional inhibition framework
(Zacks, 1989), when items are no longer goal-relevant, attentional inhibition actively suppresses
them, thereby preventing further processing. For example, when an item is followed by an F cue,
it is no longer goal-relevant (i.e., because it will not be tested). According to this framework, F
cues cause attention to be withdrawn from items and inhibits attention from returning. In this
way, the processing of F items is suspended to prevent them from consuming limited WM
resources.
The majority of the support for this hypothesis has come from studies that have examined
the differences in DF across the lifespan. Although both younger and older adults show DF
effects, older adults, who are less effective at inhibitory processing due to age-related cognitive
declines (see Zacks & Hasher, 1994), have been shown to exhibit a smaller advantage for R
items compared to F items (i.e., fewer F items are forgotten). This, alongside the fact that older
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adults are also more likely to report F items during test (e.g., Zacks, 1989; cf. Marks & Dulaney,
2001), suggests that a lack of attentional inhibition drives older adults’ difficulty in
implementing forgetting.
Recent evidence has expanded attentional effects in DF by demonstrating that attention
may also be withdrawn from the spatial representation of F items (Taylor, 2005; Fawcett &
Taylor, 2010). Similarly, DF paradigms have been compared to stop-signal paradigms. If
remember is the default process engaged (i.e., similar to a go signal), engaging in successful
forgetting is analogous to a stop signal. When an F cue is implemented, the associated item is
actively inhibited (i.e., processing "stops"), resulting in fewer F items retrieved (Hourihan &
Taylor, 2006). These results support the attentional inhibition framework, in which inhibition of
F items at encoding suggests that F cues result in a degraded or even nonexistent representation
of F items. In addition, the attentional inhibition framework does not distinguish between
degradation acting upon conceptual or perceptual representations of F items, raising further
questions about how inhibitory processes result in poorer memory performance for F items.
Taken with evidence that has demonstrated F items tested implicitly are not associated with
negative priming effects (i.e., response to F items is slower than R items, but still faster than
novel items), this suggests that inhibitory processes do in fact act upon F item representations
(see Fleck et al., 2001).
Evidence of Attentional Mechanisms
While previous work has demonstrated that active attentional mechanisms are involved in
DF tasks (e.g., Taylor, 2005; Taylor & Fawcett, 2011), attentional inhibition following forgetting
is still being investigated. Based on evidence that attention was actively inhibited or withdrawn
following forget instructions, a parallel was drawn between the inhibition of return (IOR) in
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visual search and the inhibition of attention proposed by the attentional inhibition framework.
The IOR in visual search tasks occurs when participants are slower to return to target items when
they appears in the same location as preceding targets (e.g., Klein & Taylor, 1994, as cited by
Zacks et al., 1996). In visual search, IOR is thought to comprise two distinct components,
stimulus detection and movement production (Abrams & Dobkin, 2004). In the stimulus
detection phase, observers have greater difficulty detecting a stimulus in a previously attended
location, perhaps due to the mechanisms of attentional suppression. The movement production
phase involves slower eye movement latencies when stimuli are presented in a previously
attended region, relative to a previously unattended region. Importantly, this deficit is found even
when participants are not required to respond to a cue.
The withdrawal of attention in directed forgetting has since been proposed to rely on
similar mechanisms as the IOR in visual search, as recent work has revealed that items
associated with forget cues also exhibit IOR (Taylor, 2005). For example, Taylor (2005) had
participants study items appearing on the left- or right-hand side of the screen, followed by
remember or forget instructions. After each instruction, a target dot appeared in the same
(congruent) or opposite (incongruent) location as the studied item, and participants’ task was to
press a button as soon as they detected the dot. Taylor (2005) documented that when participants
responded to a probe that appeared in the same location as an item associated with an F cue,
reaction times were slower than when the probe was in the opposite location or followed an R
cue. Relative to baseline performance (i.e., no DF instructions), F items yielded an increased
IOR, while R items yielded a decreased IOR (see also Fawcett & Taylor, 2010). These results are
consistent with the attentional inhibition hypothesis.
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Evidence of Attentional Inhibition
Although IOR following forgetting has been documented, why forget cues are associated
with a larger IOR than remember cues is less clear. Specifically, whether the attentional
inhibition associated with forgetting is due to a withdrawal of the exogenous and/or endogenous
attentional systems has recently been investigated. While the exogenous attentional system is
associated with the ability to reflexively orient attention based on external stimuli, the
endogenous attentional system is instead associated with voluntary and often goal-related
orientation (Berger, Henik, & Rafal, 2005). Importantly, an investigation of visual cueing by
Briand and Klein (1987) suggested that these systems were dissociable. Across four experiments,
they combined Posner's (1980) attentional cueing task, in which participants received valid or
invalid cues about the location of to-be-presented stimuli, with Treisman's feature/conjunction
task (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), in which participants performed either feature search or
conjunction search. This investigation demonstrated that when cues were presented peripherally,
a large effect of exogenous attention was found on conjunction search, such that peripheral
cueing produced larger costs for invalid cues (i.e., slower responses) and larger benefits for valid
cues (i.e., faster responses). However, when cues were presented centrally, conjunction and
feature search were similarly impacted by endogenous attention, with equivalent costs and
benefits for both search tasks.
The likelihood that the exogenous and endogenous attentional systems are dissociated has
been further supported by a large body of evidence demonstrating that central cues are associated
with conscious attentional shifts, while peripheral cues are associated with more automatic
orienting (for a review, see Carrasco, 2011). When these results are considered alongside the
evidence that goal-directed attentional orienting (i.e., endogenous) and stimulus-driven (i.e.,
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exogenous) attentional orienting rely on distinct neural networks and produce differential
patterns of neural activity (see Corbetta & Shulman, 2002), this strongly suggests that the
exogenous and endogenous systems are in fact separate.
Taylor and Fawcett (2011) investigated the impact of these two attentional systems on
DF performance. Across five experiments, their results suggested that the IOR found following
forget cues is a result of exogenous attentional withdrawal. More specifically, Taylor and
Fawcett showed that when a memory instruction (e.g., remember or forget) was a centrallypresented cue that appeared after the target item, the abrupt onset captured exogenous attention.
Equating exogenous attention (and thereby preventing any exogenous withdrawal) led to a
disappearance of IOR differences following forget items when compared to remember items
(Experiment 1). Further evidence came from a direct manipulation of endogenous attention
through probability (Experiment 2), such that participants were informed that the majority of
targets would occur at the center of the screen. Despite this endogenous orientation, an IOR was
still found when memory cues were of a different modality (e.g., tones), further suggesting that
the IOR for intentional forgetting relies on exogenous attention. The results of this study showed
that when the memory instructions did not reorient exogenous attention, a reliable IOR
difference between forget and remember items was found.
Taken as a whole, there is increasing support for the attentional inhibition hypothesis
(e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2010; Taylor & Fawcett, 2011; Thompson, Hamm, & Taylor, 2014).
While these results do clearly reveal that strong attentional processes are involved in intentional
forgetting, as well as provide support for attentional inhibition, the current research investigated
whether attentional suppression in DF is tied to the spatial location of a presented item, or to
diagnostic identity information of an item representation. If attentional suppression in DF reflects
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spatial suppression, the target item should continue to capture attention if presented in a different
location. The resulting attention capture should bias participants to target locations. However, if
forgetting results in suppression of item identity information, target items should not as readily
capture attention if presented in a different location. In this case, the inhibition of item
representations should fail to bias attention to the target location. To differentiate between these
possible patterns of inhibition, the current research investigated the precise nature of exogenous
attentional withdrawal recently demonstrated in DF tasks (Fawcett & Taylor, 2011).
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CHAPTER 2. CURRENT STUDY
While previous studies have documented clear evidence for exogenous attentional
withdrawal, the current experiments focused on whether attention is withdrawn from spatial
locations of peripherally presented targets, or if it is withdrawn from item representations. To
investigate withdrawal from location versus from identity information, the current experiments
employed images as stimuli for a DF task. Previous work investigating attentional withdrawal
has used only verbal stimuli (e.g., Taylor & Fawcett, 2011), as have most studies of DF effects
(see MacLeod, 1998). The few investigations of DF effects that have used pictures (e.g., Quinlan
et al., 2010) have documented a clear picture superiority effect (Nickerson, 1965; Shepard,
1967), the pervasive finding that the presentation of pictures at study, relative to words, can
result in extremely accurate subsequent memory. While Quinlan et al. (2010) documented that
DF effects could be found for both picture and word stimuli, the magnitude of these effects was
smaller for pictures than what is typically found for words (i.e., fewer F items were successfully
forgotten). However, using pictures as stimuli in the current experiments allowed for
participants’ exogenous attention to be oriented using subliminal attention capture. This was
based on evidence that has shown a peripherally presented picture can exogenously capture
attention during a subliminal presentation, resulting in IOR effects (e.g., Mulckhuyse, Talsma, &
Theewus, 2007). Thus, while verbal stimuli offer a more robust DF effect, the current
experiments used pictures in order to more precisely investigate the impact of item identity
information during a DF task.
In the current experiments, the attentional mechanisms of directed forgetting were
examined. The goal was to determine how attentional processes underlying DF are mobilized
(Taylor, 2005), and to investigate whether the exogenous attentional withdrawal following DF is
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associated with item identity information and/or spatial location (Taylor & Fawcett, 2011).
Behavioral responses to speeded probe items were used to assess attentional engagement or
inhibition following DF instructions (e.g., Taylor, 2005). Based on previous work that has used
probe responses to assess effort (e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2008), the current experiments also
examined the effort in intentionally forgetting information. Finally, the use of both implicit and
explicit subsequent memory tests allowed for a closer examination of how target items may be
inhibited following instructions to forget.
Previous research has implicated attentional processes in active forgetting (Fawcett &
Taylor, 2008). The aim of the current studies was to more precisely determine how these
processes are deployed, and what effect they have on real-time perception and subsequent
memory. Two experiments investigated how exogenous attentional withdrawal following
forgetting inhibits object identity information and spatial information, and examined subsequent
memory in both explicit and implicit memory tests.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment 1, the attentional suppression of object identity information following
forgetting was assessed. Evidence suggests that an exogenous withdrawal of attention is
associated with intentional forgetting (e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2011). While previous research
has provided evidence of a withdrawal of attention from spatial locations through demonstrations
of the IOR (see Taylor, 2005; Fawcett & Taylor, 2010), intentional forgetting in realistic
situations often does not include a spatial component. For example, when changing a password
associated with an online account, intentionally forgetting the previous password involves no
spatial information. Instead, to successfully inhibit the previous string, information about that
specific item must be forgotten. Intentional forgetting in many applied scenarios, therefore, must
rely at least in part on the suppression of identity information, such that something that was
previously remembered (e.g., a previous password) is inhibited or suppressed in order to
successfully encode new information (e.g., a novel password) and to prevent interference. To
investigate how identity information is inhibited, Experiment 1 examined the withdrawal of
attention from diagnostic identity information when spatial information is held constant. In this
way, Experiment 1 investigated whether DF tasks result in complete forgetting (e.g., the item
representation is no longer available) or in partial forgetting (e.g., a degraded or nonexistent
explicit memory trace).
Participants engaged in a modified item-method DF task and, importantly, engaged in
one of two possible retrieval mechanisms. In Experiment 1A, participants performed a explicit
recognition test, and in Experiment 1B, participants performed an implicit recognition test,
during which they made perceptual identifications of studied items and novel foils. This
manipulation was intended to tap into different retrieval mechanisms, and across these two
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experiments, the manipulation of recognition test type and use of novel foils as distractor items
allowed an assessment of how item identity information may be inhibited or suppressed
following intentional forgetting.
Previous research comparing explicit and implicit tests in DF tasks has shown mixed
results. MacLeod (1989) and Fleck et al. (2001) documented that using an item-method DF task
revealed DF effects for both an explicit (e.g., recognition and free recall) and implicit (e.g.,
fragment completion and lexical decision) memory test. However, Basden et al. (1993)
challenged this finding and demonstrated that while DF effects could be established explicitly
using both list- and item-method DF tasks, only list-method also showed DF effects in an
implicit task (e.g., priming). Overall, the goal of Experiments 1A and 1B was to establish
whether the exogenous attentional withdrawal associated with forgetting also impacts item
identity information. If attention is withdrawn from presented items, this would provide
additional evidence that object identity information is inhibited during intentional forgetting.
Method
Participants. Based on an a repeated measures a priori power analysis of Fawcett and
Taylor (2008), who presented DF stimuli centrally and documented slower responses following
Forget instructions, approximately 30 participants were needed for each of the current
experiments. This estimate was based on ηp² = 0.04, and Cohen’s f effect size of approximately
0.20 for the slowing following Forget cues. G*Power was used to conduct the analysis, with
power at 80%, alpha at 0.05, no between-subjects factors, and the number of memory cue
repetitions (i.e., the number of trials during which participants received either Remember or
Forget cues) held at 20 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Forty-three participants
recruited from Arizona State University participated in Experiment 1A (Mage= 18.7; 17 female),
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and an additional 45 participants participated in Experiment 1B (Mage=18.6; 20 female) in
exchange for partial course credit. All participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and were native English speakers. Participants engaged in sessions lasting approximately
60 minutes. One participant from Experiment 1B was excluded from analyses due to failure to
comply with experimental instructions during the perceptual identification task.
Stimuli. A total of 288 objects were used in the current experiment, with 96 items
appearing as targets during the study phase and 96 items appearing as novel distractors during
the test phase. Novel distractors included 48 semantically matched foils, and 48 were unrelated
and unpresented objects. The remaining 96 items were presented subliminally; each target object
was randomly paired with an unrelated and untested novel object for subliminal presentation. All
presented items were drawn from the Massive Memory Object Database (Brady, Konkle,
Alvarez, & Olivia, 2008), which includes every day, nameable objects. All images appeared in
grayscale and were sized 250 x 250 pixels. Images presented were independently pilot-tested to
ensure general agreement about the name of the object presented, with only target-foil pairs
receiving 80% accurate naming or higher utilized. Pilot testing produced a set of 100 possible

Figure 1. Sample stimuli used for perceptual identification in Experiment 1B. Participants
studied one exemplar and were tested on both a degraded target and degraded matched foil.
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image pairs that were used as targets in both Experiments 1A and 1B, with assignment of target
and foil counterbalanced across participants. Participants studied one of each exemplar pair, and
could see both exemplars during test.
In Experiment 1B, during which participants viewed degraded versions of targets and
distractors, images were manipulated using Adobe Photoshop®, with all images subjected to
manipulation by trace contour, with an additional Mezzotint pixilation set to coarse dots (for
sample stimuli, see Figure 1). Based on pilot testing, this manipulation produced the widest
range of identification response times and average accuracy1, making it the ideal image
manipulation for the current experiment.
Design. A 2 (Memory Cue: Remember, forget) x 2 (Subliminal Location: Left, right) x 2
(Probe Location: Congruent, incongruent) completely within-subjects design was used for the
current experiment. The dependent variables that were examined included participants' response
times to probes during study trials, and behavioral performance on the subsequent memory test.
Experiment 1A Procedure. Participants were first familiarized with the experiment
procedure and the task. Specifically, before beginning the experiment, participants were
familiarized with the memory instructions used throughout to ensure that participants would

1

To establish a set of images that were quickly and easily identifiable, participants identified
JPEG images of everyday objects presented in grayscale. Average accuracy for image
identification was 0.948. For images that all participants correctly identified at average rates of
0.9 or higher, accuracy was significantly higher (M = 0.98), t(97) = 12.72, p < 0.05. This
produced a set of 100 useable images for the current experiments. To establish what type of
image degradation produced the widest range of both accuracy and identification times for the
current experiments, participants also identified images that were subject to manipulation using
Adobe Photoshop®. Response times differed by image manipulation, with participants
responding slower on average to items manipulated using trace (M = 7493 ms, SD = 3360 ms),
relative to other image manipulations, F(2, 118) = 12.253, p < 0.01. Given that Trace was also
associated with average accurate identification and the slower and wide range of response times
(1299 – 36992 ms), images manipulated using Trace were used in the current experiments.
16

engage in intentional forgetting. To provide remember or forget instructions, participants heard
either a relatively high-pitched tone (1175 Hz) or a relatively low-pitched tone (146 Hz). Tones
were used in place of visual cues based on evidence provided by Taylor and Fawcett (2011) that
centrally-presented cues equate exogenous attentional withdrawal, resulting in a lack of IOR
differences, and were independently pilot tested to ensure that they were perceptually distinct2.
Assignment of memory instruction to tone was counterbalanced, such that half the participants
heard high tones for R cues and low tones for F cues, and the other half of participants
experienced the opposite. Participants were familiarized with the tones across ten familiarization
trials, during which the tone, a verbal description of the tone, and the paired instruction (e.g.,
“High tone – FORGET”) were presented simultaneously. The tone played for 500 ms, and the
instruction was presented centrally and remained onscreen for a total of 1500 ms. Participants
completed several practice trials before beginning the experiment. Participants were also tested
on their understanding of which tone indicated which memory instruction. Participants were only
allowed to begin once complete accuracy in identification of the tones was achieved, and once
accurate responding to probe practice trials was above 80%.
During the first phase of the experiment, participants began each trial with a central
fixation cross for 1000 ms. Each fixation was followed by an individual target item that remained
on screen for 500 ms3. After the target, participants experienced a screen with only a fixation to
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Based on pilot data, the tones used in the current experiment were perceptually distinct.
Participants rated how similar two sequentially presented tones were using a scale of 1 to 5, with
1 indicating that the tones were very different, and 5 indicating that the tones were very similar.
Average similarity ratings for tones when they did not match (e.g., the high tone was played,
followed by the low tone) were 1.31, which were significantly lower than similarity ratings for
the tones when they did match (M = 4.78), t(11) = 19.87, p < 0.01.
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encourage gaze to remain on-screen. During this fixation, they were presented the auditory
memory instruction (i.e., remember or forget) for 400 ms. Immediately following the offset of
the cue, participants experienced a variable inter-stimulus interval (ISI). This variable ISI was
included to prevent participants from anticipating the appearance of the subliminal primes. The
ISI was between 700 and 1200 ms, a range drawn from previous work that has been shown to
produce reliable DF effects (see Taylor & Fawcett, 2011).
Following the ISI, participants were presented objects on both the left- and right-hand
side of the screen for 16 ms. This presentation time has been previously demonstrated as
sufficient time to capture exogenous attention and produce IOR (see Mulckhuyse et al., 2007),
and was independently piloted to ensure subliminal presentation. To determine whether attention
is inhibited for item identity information, one of the subliminally presented objects was always
the target of the trial, and the other object was an unrelated (and untested) object. Immediately
following the offset of the subliminal item presentation, participants responded to a briefly
presented letter probe that appeared on one side of the screen. Most research examining IOR in
DF tasks has used dot probe localization, during which participants identify the spatial location
in which a dot probe appears (e.g., left or right side of the screen by pressing ‘f’ or ‘j’,

3

Based on pilot testing, 500 ms presentation time produced DF effects using images. Participants
were shown either images or words for 500 ms prior to receiving a cue to remember or forget.
This was directly compared to the results of Quinlan, Fawcett, and Taylor (2010), who presented
images for 2000 ms. Using this shorter presentation time, a significant directed forgetting effect
was found. During a recognition test, participants accurately identified more items associated
with remember cues as old (M = .82, SD = .13) than items associated with forget cues (M = .62,
SD = .22), t(21) = -5.11, p < .05. Although participants recognized more images than words
associated with forget cues (M = .47, SD = .20), the difference was not reliable, t(20) = 1.933, p
> .05. The results of this pilot suggest that directed forgetting using images was possible for the
current experiments.
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respectively). Based on pilot data utilizing the same dot probe task as previous work (Fawcett &
Taylor, 2010), although probe responses following Forget cues were slightly numerically larger
(M = 190 ms, SE = 13 ms), there was no reliable difference relative to probe responses following
Remember cues (M = 187 ms, SE = 12 ms), t(24) = 1.107, p > 0.054. To make the task more
perceptually challenging and prevent participants from responding to the dot probe without
actively engaging in the experimental task, the dot probe was changed to briefly shown
lowercase letters (either a 'b' or a 'p') that could appear to the left or right of central fixation.
Participants were instructed to keep their gaze focused on central fixation after the presentation
of the target item and were instructed that if they focused on one side of the screen over the
other, they would be unable to detect the letter, as they were chosen to be easily confusable.
Based on prior literature (see Taylor & Fawcett, 2011), only probe responses between
200 ms and 1500 ms were analyzed, and participants received a two-second time penalty for
responding beyond 1500 ms. The probe was presented for 250 ms and consisted of a lowercase
letter ‘b’ or letter ‘p’ in size 25 font, subtending a visual angle of 0.5 degrees. The probe
appeared either on the same side as the subliminal target object (congruent) or the opposite
(incongruent; see Figure 2 for examples). Immediately following the offset of the probe,
participants indicated which letter they had seen by pressing the corresponding key. Participants’

4

Pilot testing using dot probe localization, with probes presented for 250 ms (Fawcett & Taylor,
2011) demonstrated no reliable difference between average probe response times following
Remember cues (M = 187 ms, SE = 12 ms) and Forget cues (M = 191 ms, SE = 13 ms), t(24) =
1.107, p > 0.05. Because no R < F probe response difference was found based on pilot data, the
task was altered to be more perceptually difficult (described above). Although previous work has
demonstrated that perceptual discrimination may not produce typical IOR observed in DF tasks
(e.g., the IOR may reverse, with slower responses following R cues, relative to F cues; see
Fawcett & Taylor, 2011, Experiment 7), the perceptual discrimination task utilized here was
equipped with spatially compatible (and incompatible) responses intended to examine IOR using
a more engaging task.
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responses terminated the trial, and between each trial was a blank inter-trial interval (ITI), lasting
for 1000 ms. After completing all the study trials, participants were given a three-minute break
before moving on to the second and final phase of the experiment.
The final phase of the experiment was an explicit recognition and source monitoring test.
Trials began with a fixation cross for 1000 ms. Tested items included images that participants
were cued to forget (n = 48), images participants were cued to remember (n = 48), and novel
distractors including semantically matched foils (n = 48) and unrelated objects (n = 48).

Figure 2. Trial schematic from the encoding phase of Experiment 1.
Participants were told that, although they might see similar items during test (e.g., two coffee
cups), their task was to respond only to studied items. The use of matched foils allowed an
examination of whether participants made more false alarms to foils of TBF items, relative to
TBR items.
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Participants indicated whether a presented item was old (i.e., previously studied) or new
(i.e., not previously studied) by pressing the ‘f’ or ‘j’ keys, with response mapping
counterbalanced across participants. Participants were further instructed that items should be
called old if they was seen at all during the first phase of the study, even if an item was
associated with a forget cue, using instructional language from previous research (Fawcett &
Taylor, 2008). Importantly, the order in which participants saw a semantically matched foil
versus the target object during test was controlled to examine whether participants made more
false alarms to foil items when they were presented before the target objects.
Finally, participants made source decisions for every tested item by indicating whether
items were previously associated with cues to remember or cues to forget. Source monitoring
tests require that participants retrieve specific details of the encoded stimuli (Johnson,
Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993); this source decision was included to assess the impact of
exogenous attentional withdrawal on contextual information, particularly based on evidence that
source memory for R items is better than source memory for F items (e.g., MacLeod, 1975).
After each item, participants experienced a 1000 ms ITI. Upon completion of the experiment,
participants answered a post-experiment questionnaire that assessed whether they believed that
items associated with forget cues would actually remain untested.
Experiment 1B Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 1B was identical to
Experiment 1A with the following exception: After participants completed the encoding phase,
during which they experienced the modified DF task described above, they performed an implicit
memory test to assess their memory for studied items. In Experiment 1B, participants completed
a perceptual identification task, during which they viewed degraded versions of studied items
and semantically matched novel distractors (for an example, see Figure 3). Participants viewed
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degraded images and made object identifications by first pressing the space bar to indicate that
they had identified the image, and then typing the name of the item. Speed and accuracy of
identifications were stressed.

Figure 3. Sample test procedure in Experiment 1B.
Results
Alpha for significance tests was held at .05, and all multiple comparisons were
Bonferroni-corrected unless stated otherwise. Because Experiments 1A and 1B differed only in
the memory test administered, and analysis revealed no reliable differences between probe
response times in 1A compared to 1B, t(83) = 1.083, p > 0.05, results for probe response were
collapsed across test type. Prior to data analyses, outlier trials were filtered out based on prior
literature (e.g., Taylor & Fawcett, 2005). For probe trials, any trial during which participants
responded faster than 200 ms were dropped, and any response slower than 2.5 standard
deviations above an individual subject’s mean was replaced with a cutoff value. This resulted in
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a total of 1.1% of probe trials (160 trials out of 4,435 total) being dropped across all participants
in Experiment 1A, and 1% of probe trials (154 trials out of 4,153 total) dropped in Experiment
1B. Less than 1% of trials were replaced by cutoff values in Experiment 1A (120 trials), and
2.3% were replaced in Experiment 1B (331 trials). Only correct probe responses were analyzed.
This resulted in a total of 10% of trials being dropped across all participants in Experiment 1A,
and 10% of trials dropped across all participants in Experiment 1B. Data from one participant in
Experiment 1A and two participants from Experiment 1B were not analyzed due to error rates
higher than 15% on probe trials. Data from the remaining 42 participants in Experiment 1A and
42 participants in Experiment 1B are reported below.
Probe Response. To assess whether the exogenous attentional withdrawal associated
with intentional forgetting impacts item identity information, response times to correctly
identified probes were examined by a 2 (Memory Cue: Remember, forget) x 2 (Image-Probe
Location: Congruent, incongruent) repeated measures (RM) ANOVA. Although previous
research has shown that probe responses following Forget cues are overall slower than probe
responses following Remember cues, no such difference was observed in the current
experiments. Probe response times for Forget cues (M = 449 ms, SE = 11 ms), while very
slightly numerically larger, did not reliably differ from probe response times for Remember cues
(M = 444 ms, SE = 10 ms), F(1, 83) = 1.836, p > 0.05, η2 = .02. Results also revealed no effect of
Image-Probe Congruency; probe responses for letters that appeared congruent with the
subliminal target presentation (M = 446 ms, SE = 11 ms) did not reliably differ from probe
responses for letters appearing incongruently with the subliminal presentation (M = 447 ms, SE =
11 ms), F(1, 83) = 0.495, p > 0.05, η2 = .003. The interaction between Memory Cue and ImageProbe Congruency was also not reliable, F(1, 83) = 0.018, p > .05, η2 = .00, illustrated in Figure
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Figure 4. Probe RTs during Experiment 1A and 1B when the subliminal target and
probe were congruent versus incongruent following cues to Remember or Forget.
4. This result is inconsistent with prior work demonstrating IOR effects for probe items
following Forget cue, and potential explanations for the lack of IOR observed in the current
experiment can be found in the General Discussion.
To determine whether IOR differences were observed based on the successful
implementation of intentional forgetting, an additional 2 (Memory Cue) x 2 (Subsequent
Memory: Forgotten, remembered) RM ANOVA was conducted on probe response times,
illustrated in Figure 5. Because only Experiment 1A explicitly tested participants’ memory for
target items, this analysis excluded probe responses during Experiment 1B. Results revealed no
effect of Memory Cue, with no reliable difference in probe response speed between items
associated with Remember cues (M = 438 ms, SE = 17 ms) and Forget cues (M = 440 ms, SE =
17 ms), F(1, 41) = .067, p > .05, η2 = .002. In addition, there was no difference in probe response
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speed between items that were subsequently remembered (i.e., associated with accurate old/new
recognition; M = 438 ms, SE = 17 ms) and items that were subsequently forgotten (M = 440 ms,
SE = 17 ms), F(1, 41) = .339, p > 0.05, η2 = .008. However, results revealed a significant

Figure 5. Probe RTs during Experiment 1A by participants’ subsequent memory.
interaction: Images associated with Remember cues during study that were subsequently
remembered were also associated with faster probe responses (M = 433 ms, SE = 17 ms) than
images that were associated with Forget cues and subsequently remembered (M = 443 ms, SE =
18 ms), F(1, 41) = 4.167, p < 0.05, η2 = .094; see Figure 5. Although the difference observed is
not numerically large, this interaction has interesting implications. If, as previous work has
suggested, DF tasks share similarity with stop-signal paradigms (Hourihan & Taylor, 2006), this
finding might suggest that Remember cues are indeed participants “default,” and if that process
is interrupted or disturbed in some way (e.g., by a Forget cue), the additional resources required
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to overcome a stop signal may be responsible for slower probe responses. However, because
participants did not experience any baseline (i.e., no DF instruction) conditions, a comparison
between baseline and probe responses are not possible; therefore, it is not possible to
demonstrate whether successful Remember probe responses were associated with facilitation.
Experiment 1A: Recognition Performance. First, to determine whether DF effects
were observed in the current experiment, participants’ recognition accuracy (defined as hits for
studied items) was analyzed by a 2 (Memory Cue: Forget, remember) factor RM ANOVA.
Based on pilot tests that suggested that DF effects (more R items retrieved and fewer F items
retrieved) using picture stimuli was possible, I predicted the same effect would be found in the
current study. The analysis revealed a significant effect of memory instruction, with target items
associated with Remember cues recognized with higher accuracy (M = .64, SE = .02) than targets
associated with Forget cues (M = .52, SE = .02), t(41) = -5.835, p < 0.01, η2 = .45. An additional
analysis of Forget items revealed that recognition performance did not reliably differ from
chance (i.e., 50% accuracy), t(41) = .924, p > 0.05. These results support the predicted DF effect,

Figure 6. Recognition accuracy (hits for target items) in Experiment 1A.
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and replicate prior work that has shown that items associated with Forget cues are typically
recognized at lower rates than items associated with Remember cues (see Figure 6). Further,
these results provide a novel contribution in that the DF effect established in the current
experiments used image stimuli, which have previously produced very weak DF effects (possibly
due to the picture superiority effect; see Quinlan, Fawcett, & Taylor, 2010).
An additional analysis was conducted on recognition accuracy for foils. To determine
whether participants falsely recognized matched foils of target items more often than unmatched
foils, false alarms to semantically matched foils were assessed by a paired samples t-test between
the two types of foils (i.e., matched foils and unrelated foils). It was predicted that if participants
retain a memory trace for intentionally forgotten items, they would exhibit higher false alarm
rates for semantically matched foils during recognition, relative to novel foils. Results revealed a
significant difference in false alarms between foil types, with false alarm rates for matched foils
significanty higher (M = .58, SE = .02) than false alarm rates for unrelated foils (M = .19, SE =
.03), t(41) = 8.84, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.66. To compare false alarm rates across foils associated with
memory instructions, a 3 (Foil Type: Forget foil, remember foil, novel foil) factor RM ANOVA
was conducted. False alarm rates for foils of TBF (M = .40, SE = .03) and TBR (M = .45, SE =
.02) items were both significantly higher than false alarms for novel, unrelated items (M = .19,
SE = .03). However, false alarm rates for TBF and TBR foils did not reliably differ from each
other, F(2, 82) = 29.12, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.42; see Figure 7. As predicted, this difference suggests
that the item representation of Forget items is only partially degraded but not nonexistent.
Further, the fact that participants exhibited more false alarms for TBF items, relative to novel
foils, implies that participants have some memory trace available during retrieval, but this
memory trace does not contain enough diagnostic identity information to correctly identify a
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TBF item. The fact that false alarm rates for TBF and TBR items were not reliably different
further suggests that attentional inhibition may not be the most viable underlying mechanism to
explain DF effects; a more detailed discussion of potential alternative explanations can be found
in the General Discussion.

Figure 7. False alarm rates by whether the item was the foil of a TBR target, TBF target, or an
unrelated foil.
To determine whether recognition accuracy differed on the basis of the order in which
participants were shown a semantically matched foil and target item during test, separate 2
(Memory Cue) x 2 (Test Order: Target tested first, foil tested first) RM ANOVA were conducted
on participants recognition decision accuracy (defined as hits for studied items and false alarms
to semantically matched foils). To extend the results of the first analysis, only novel
contributions are discussed. For target items, an effect of Test Order was observed, with overall
recognition accuracy higher when the target item was presented first during the memory test (M
= .64, SE = .02) relative to when the matched foil was presented first during the memory test (M
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Figure 8. Hit rate for target items by Memory Cue and Test Order.
= .51, SE = .01), F(1, 41) = 41.094, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.50; see Figure 8. The interaction between
Memory Cue and Test Order was not statistically reliable, F(1, 41) = .677, p > 0.05, η2 = .016.
For foils, the effects of Memory Cue and Test Order were marginal, F(1, 41) = 3.617, p = .064,
η2 = .077, and F(1, 41) = 3.818, p = .058, η2 = .085, respectively. Although marginal, there was a
trend toward lower false alarm rates for TBF foils (M = .403, SE = .03), relative to TBR foils (M
= .443, SE = .02), and a trend for higher false alarm rates when the matched foil was presented
first during test (M = .45, SE = .02), relative to when the target was presented first during test (M
= .40, SE = .03). A significant interaction was observed, with false alarm rates highest when
TBR foils were tested before their matched targets (M = .501, SE = .03) and lowest when TBR
foils were tested after their matched targets (M = .384, SE = .03), F(1, 41) = 8.451, p < 0.01, η2 =
.172; see Figure 9. This pattern of results suggests that while the memory trace for Remember
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items may be overall stronger, some memory trace is still available for items that participants are
instructed to forget, given the fact that comparable false alarm rates were observed for both TBR
and TBF foils.

Figure 9. False alarm rate for foils by Memory Cue and Test Order.
Participants’ source monitoring decisions for target items were also examined using a 2
(Memory Cue) x 2 (Recognition Decision: Correct, incorrect) RM ANOVA. Results revealed an
effect of Memory Cue, such that source information (the Memory Cue from the study phase) was
accurately identified more often for items associated with Forget cues (M = .71, SE = .03) than
for items associated with Remember cues (M = .48, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = 38.43, p < 0.01, η2 =
0.48. There was also an effect of Recognition Decision, with source information correctly
identified more often for targets that were correctly identified as old (M = .66, SE = .02) than
targets that were incorrectly identified (M = .54, SE = .01), F(1, 41) = 28.44, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.41.
There was also a significant interaction between Memory Cue and Recognition Decision,
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demonstrating that forgotten targets associated with Forget instructions had the highest source
accuracy (M = .83, SE = .03), while forgotten targets associated with Remember instructions had
the lowest source accuracy (M = .23, SE = .04), F(1, 41) = 93.70, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.70; see Figure
10. Although the main effects of Memory Cue was predicted, this interaction may provide
insight into source decisions are made during a DF task. This pattern of results suggests that if
participants fail to correctly identify a target item, they may be making their decisions on the

Figure 10. Source identification accuracy (hits for targets) in Experiment 1A.

basis of familiarity. If an item feels at all familiar, it is possible that participants will be more
inclined to select “forget” as the associated memory instruction because they are unable to
retrieve strong evidence that the tested item was indeed presented at study. The fact that source
accuracy was lowest for a TBR target that was incorrectly identified suggests that if a Remember
target is unintentionally forgotten, the source information associated with that memory trace may
also be forgotten, leading participants to attribute the weak or nonexistent memory trace to
Forget instructions during the study phase of the experiment and an incorrect source decision.
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However, the fact that source information was more accurate for target items when they were
associated with Forget cues does not support my predictions, nor does it support previous work
suggesting that Forget items are associated with less accurate source information (e.g., MacLeod,
1975; Goernert et al., 2006).
A similar analysis was conducted on participants’ source accuracy for semantically
matched foils to determine whether a correct recognition decision impacted participants’ source
decisions. A 2 (Memory Cue) x 2 (Recognition Decision) RM ANOVA was conducted on source
accuracy for matched foils (defined as whether the memory instruction chosen matched the
instruction associated with the target). The same pattern of results as target source accuracy was
found, with participants more accurate at identifying the source TBF foils (M = .71, SE = .03),
relative to the source of TBR foils (M = .48, SE = .03), F(1, 41) = 28.16, p < 0.01, η2 = .41.

Figure 11. Source accuracy (defined as matching source identifications for foils).
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Overall, participants were more accurate when the foil was correctly identified (M = .65, SE =
.03) than when the foil was incorrectly identified (M = .54, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = 13.18, p < 0.05,
η2 = .24. A significant interaction was also observed, with participants exhibiting the highest
source accuracy for TBF foils that were incorrectly identified (M = .79, SE = .03) and lowest
accuracy for TBR foils that were incorrectly identified (M = .29, SE = .05), F(1, 41) = 54.53, p <
0.01, η2 = .57; see Figure 11.
Finally, signal detection indices of sensitivity (d') and bias (c) were computed for each
participant based on their behavioral response (i.e., hits and false alarms) during the recognition
test. Separate paired sample t tests were conducted on sensitivity and bias, comparing both
indices on the basis of whether items were associated with Remember cues or Forget cues.
Analyses revealed no reliable difference in sensitivity across TBR and TBF targets and foils,
t(24) = -1.183, p > 0.05, with participants exhibiting comparable albeit low sensitivity for TBR
items (M = .58, SE = .10) and TBF items (M = .80, SE = .15). However, participants’ exhibited a
more conservative bias for TBF items (M = .17, SE = .04), relative to TBR items (M = -.08, SE =
.08), t(24) = 2.562, p < 0.05, Cohen's d = -0.242; see Figure 12. This finding is consistent with

Figure 12. Signal detection indices of d' and c for recognition memory performance.
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the DF effects described above; participants exhibited conservative biases for TBF items,
showing that they were less likely indicate that images associated with Forget cues were
previously studied.
Experiment 1B: Perceptual Identification. Because Experiment 1B included an
implicit memory test (perceptual identification), participants’ response times in making
identifications of studied items and semantically matched foils were analyzed by a 2 (Memory
Cue) x 2 (Item Type: Target, foil) RM ANOVA. I predicted that participants should exhibit a
main effect of Memory Cue, such that participants should make faster identifications of items
associated with Remember instructions, relative to items associated with Forget instructions.
However, no effect of Memory Cue was observed; while response times for items associated
with Remember cues were numerically smaller (M = 2810 ms, SE = 127 ms), there was no
reliable difference between Remember items and Forget items (M = 2851 ms, SE = 122 ms), F(1,
41) = .330., p > 0.05, η2 = .005. There was also no effect of Item Type, with no reliable

Figure 13. Perceptual identification response times (ms).
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difference in response times between target images (M = 2785 ms, SE = 128 ms) and foil images
(M = 2876 ms, SE = 120 ms), F(1, 41) = .330, p > 0.05, η2 = .046; see Figure 13. If participants
are slower to identify items that were associated with Forget cues, relative to their matched foils,
this would suggest that active inhibition of item information occurs during encoding. However,
the interaction between Memory Cue and Item Type also failed to reach significance, F(1, 41) =
1.776, p > 0.05, η2 = .004. Participants response times for identification of target items associated
with Forget cues (M = 2802 ms, SE = 131 ms) did not reliably differ from response times for
identification of matched foils (M = 2900 ms, SE = 125 ms). Additionally, response times for
targets associated with Remember cues (M = 2768 ms, SE = 136 ms) did not reliably differ from
response times for identification of matched foils (M = 2852 ms, SE = 131 ms). Although I
predicted that participants would respond slower to identify images associated with Forget cues,
this effect was not observed. The fact that response times to identify target stimuli, regardless of
the Memory Cue associated, were numerically smaller than response times to identify
semantically matched foils might suggest that the memorability of picture stimuli resulted in
faster target identifications, although the difference was not statistically reliable.
An additional 2 (Memory Cue) x 2 (Item Type) RM ANOVA was conducted on accuracy
of perceptual identifications to determine whether participants were more accurate in identifying
previously studied versus semantically matched novel items (defined as correct identifications
for targets and foils). Again, there was no effect of Memory Cue, with no reliable difference
between accuracy for items associated with Remember instructions (M = .50, SE = .02) and
items associated with Forget instructions (M = .52, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = 1.663, p > 0.05, η2 =
.046, and no reliable difference based on Item Type. Comparable accuracy for targets (M = .52,
SE = .02) and foils (M = .49, SE = .02) was observed, F(1, 41) = 2.118, p > 0.05, η2 = .038. In
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addition, there was no reliable interaction, F(1, 41) = .775, p > 0.05, η2 = .016; see Figure 14.
Although the results of Experiment 1A suggested that Forget cues result in inhibition of item
identity information that is clearly reflected in a task relying on explicit memory processes (e.g.,

Figure 14. Perceptual identification accuracy in Experiment 1B.
recognition), these results suggest that no such effect is observable in a task relying on implicit
memory processes (e.g., perceptual identification).
Finally, a 5 factor (Identification Type: Novel, forget target, remember target, forget foil,
remember foil) RM ANOVA was conducted on identification accuracy to determine whether
items associated with memory instructions differed from novel items. A main effect of
Identification Type was observed, F(4, 38) = 3.219, p < 0.05, η2 =.07. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that novel items were identified with significantly higher accuracy (M = .55, SE = .01)
than foil images associated with forget cues (M = .48, SE = .02), p < .01. While not reliable,
novel items were also identified with higher accuracy than targets associated with forget cues (M
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= .50, SE = .01), p = 0.08; see Figure 15. No other pairwise comparisons of identification
accuracy were reliable, p > 0.05. A similar 5 factor (Identification Type) RM ANOVA was
conducted on identification response times but revealed no significant differences, F(4, 38) =

Figure 15. Perceptual identification accuracy.
.629, p > 0.05, η2 = .014. Although it was predicted that TBF images would be associated with
slower response times, this was not observed. However, the pattern of results demonstrating that
images associated with Forget cues were identified with lower accuracy than novel images
provides additional support for the hypothesis that item identity information is suppressed
following instructions to forget.
Discussion
Experiment 1A demonstrated that while the letter probe task did not reflect IOR
differences indicative of effortful processing, Forget cues did result in lower recognition
accuracy and lower source accuracy for target items. These data suggest that while the letter
probe task may not have been an accurate reflection of participants’ effortful cognitive processes,
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intentional forgetting may involve inhibition of item identity information and can be observed
using image stimuli. A similar effect was observed for matched foils, with higher false alarm
rates for matched foils, relative to unrelated foils. Importantly, false alarm rates for matched foils
were particularly high when the foils were tested before the matched target. Taken together,
these results suggest that the memory trace for Forget items may be degraded, but not absent.
This conclusion is further supported by the results of Experiment 1B, given that target
items, regardless of the memory instruction they were associated with, were identified faster than
novel items. However, given the nature of the perceptual identification task, it is also possible
that the results demonstrated support an alternative hypothesis. Based on evidence in retrievalinduced forgetting paradigms using implicit memory tests (Perfect, Moulin, Conway, & Perry,
2002), these DF effects may instead be indicative of retrieval inhibition, discussed in greater
detail in the General Discussion.
Unlike Experiment 1, many investigations of intentional forgetting have included spatial
components for target presentations, which has greatly contributed to the identification of IOR
effects associated with Forget cues. While Experiments 1A and 1B suggest that item identity
may be suppressed when the item is associated with instructions to Forget, these experiments do
not speak to inhibition of spatial location and spatial identity information. No IOR effects were
observed in Experiments 1A or 1B. Based on the fact that target items were presented at center,
potentially equating exogenous attentional withdrawal despite the fact that there was no abrupt
onset to re-orient attention later in the trial, it is possible that the central presentation prevented
IOR effects from being observed. To build on the results of Experiment 1, an additional
experiment was conducted to examine whether attention is inhibited for the spatial location in
which an item was presented, or whether attention is inhibited for item identity information only.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 investigated attentional inhibition in conjunction with spatial information.
Similar to Experiment 1, participants’ subsequent memory for source information was also
examined. In this experiment, source information referred to the target item location. Previous
work examining source decisions in intentional forgetting has shown that source memory is
better for R items than for F items (e.g., MacLeod, 1975). Recent work has demonstrated that
participants may use the strength of a memory trace to identify whether an item was previously
associated with an R or F cue (Goernert, Widner, & Otani, 2006, 2007), with strongly retrieved
items classified as R items, and weak items as F items. The present experiment explored whether
exogenous attentional withdrawal also inhibits other source information (e.g., spatial location).
Participants completed a modified item-method DF task with several key manipulations.
Target items associated with remember or forget cues were presented either to the left or right of
a central fixation. Like Experiment 1, participants were also shown subliminal items, one of
which was the target of the trial, to orient attention to a particular side of the screen. Participants'
responses to speeded probes allowed an assessment of the inhibition of spatial location and of
object identity information to determine if exogenous attentional withdrawal occurs for source
information (see Taylor & Fawcett, 2011). The goal of this experiment was to extend Experiment
1 by investigating whether the exogenous attentional withdrawal following forget instructions is
associated with spatial location, item identity information, or both types of information.
Method
Participants. Based on an a repeated measures a priori power analysis of Taylor and
Fawcett (2011), who demonstrated that DF tasks are associated with exogenous attentional
withdrawal, approximately 35 participants were needed for the current experiment. This estimate
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was based on ηp² = 0.03 and an approximate Cohen’s f effect size of 0.18 for the IOR effects
documented by Taylor and Fawcett when stimuli were presented to the left or right of central
fixation, with 80% power and alpha held at 0.05. G*Power was again used to conduct the
analysis, with no between-subjects factors, and the number of memory cue repetitions used to
elicit IOR effects held at 25 (Faul et al., 2007). Forty-five participants (Mage = 19; 17 female)
from Arizona State University who did not participate in Experiment 1 participated in exchange
for partial course credit. All participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
were native English speakers. Participants engaged in individual sessions lasting approximately
60 minutes. Data from one participant were not analyzed due to failure to follow experimental
instructions.
Stimuli. The same 288 objects from Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2, with 96
appearing as targets during the study phase, 96 appearing as novel distractors (including 48
semantically matched foils and 48 novel images), and the remaining 96 paired randomly with a
target for subliminal presentation. All images appeared in grayscale and were sized 250 x 250
pixels.
Design. A 2 (Memory Cue: Remember, forget) x 2 (Target Location: Left, right) x 2
(Subliminal Location: Congruent, incongruent) x 2 (Probe Location: Congruent with subliminal
target, incongruent with subliminal target) completely within-subjects design was used for the
current experiment. The dependent variables that were examined included participants’ response
times to probes during study trials and behavioral performance on the subsequent memory test.
Procedure. Before beginning the experiment, participants were familiarized with the
memory instructions used throughout using the same procedure as described in Experiment 1.
The first phase of Experiment 2 was identical to the procedure of Experiment 1 with the
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following exception: Instead of target items appearing centrally, targets appeared on either the
left- or right-hand side of central fixation, subtending approximately 7.5 degrees of visual angle.
Following the offset of the target item, participants viewed only central fixation for 500 ms to
allow them sufficient time to return their eyes to the center of the screen. All other elements of
the experiment were identical to Experiment 1. Because target items were presented to the left or
right of central fixation, the subliminal presentation of target objects could appear either on the
same side (congruent) or the opposite side (incongruent). The probe also appeared either on the
same side as the subliminal target object (congruent) or the opposite (incongruent; see Figure 16
for examples). The manipulation of target location, subliminal target location, and probe location
allowed for several types of trials depending on whether the subliminal target and probe were
congruent with the original target presentation, or incongruent with the target presentation.

Figure 16. Trial schematics of Experiment 2.
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The second and final phase of the experiment was identical to the procedure for
Experiment 1A with the exception of source decisions, described below. Participants completed
a recognition and source monitoring test, and tested items included images participants were
cued to forget, images participants were cued to remember, and novel distractors. Like
Experiment 1A, the use of matched foils allowed for an examination of whether participants
made more false alarms to foils of TBF items, relative to TBR items. After indicating whether an
item was old (previously studied) or novel, participants made source decisions about all items
during which they indicated if items were studied on the left- or right-hand side of the screen.
Source monitoring decisions were included to assess the impact of exogenous attentional
withdrawal on spatial information, particularly based on evidence that source memory for R
items is better than source memory for F items (e.g., MacLeod, 1975). If the exogenous
attentional withdrawal following forget instructions differentially impacts spatial information, it
was predicted that there would be observable differences in available source information.
Results
Analyses were conducted in a similar manner to Experiment 1 unless stated otherwise.
Outlier trials were filtered the same way as in Experiment 1, which resulted in a total of 1.8% of
trials being dropped (273 trials out of 4,418 total), and 3.1% of trials replaced with cutoff values
(473 trials out of 4,418 total). Only correct probe responses were analyzed. This resulted in a
total of 10% of trials being dropped across all participants in Experiment 2. Two participants
were dropped from analysis for having greater than 20% error rates during probe trials; data
below are reported from the remaining 42 participants.
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Probe Response. To assess whether participants were slower to respond following
instructions to forget, and whether the location of the subliminally presented target impacted
attentional engagement, response times to correct letter probe decisions were examined by a 2
(Memory Cue: Remember, forget) x 2 (Subliminal Location: Congruent with target, incongruent
with target) x 2 (Probe Location: Congruent with target, incongruent with target) repeated
measures (RM) ANOVA. Based on the body of work that has found slower response times
following Forget instructions (e.g., Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010), I hypothesized that
participants would exhibit a main effect of Memory Cue, with faster response times following R
cues, relative to F cues. This effect was not observed, as there was no reliable difference between
probe response times for images that were associated with Remember cues (M = 461 ms, SE =
14 ms; see Figure 17) and images that were associated with Forget cues (M = 457 ms, SE = 13
ms; see Figure 18), F(1, 41) = .388, p > 0.05, η2 = .009.

Figure 17. Probe response times (ms) in Experiment 2 following Remember cues.
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Figure 18. Probe response times (ms) in Experiment 2 following Forget cues.
The predicted effects of the subliminal target location and probe location were unclear
based on previous work; however, I predicted an interaction between Subliminal Location and
Probe Location, such that when incongruent subliminally presented targets were paired with
probes that were congruent with target items, response times would be faster. If, on the other
hand, participants engaged in attentional suppression for the spatial location of objects, a main
effect of Subliminal Location, Probe Location, and an interaction between them were predicted.
If spatial location is inhibited during DF tasks, participants should be slowest to respond to a
subliminal target-probe pair that are both congruent with the location of the target object (i.e., all
presentations appear on the same side of the screen), and fastest to respond to a congruent
subliminal object paired with an incongruent probe (e.g., a target presented on the left and a
probe presented on the right. Results revealed no effect of Subliminal Location, with response
times failing to reliably differ when subliminal targets were congruent with target presentations
(M = 457 ms, SE = 13 ms) relative to when the subliminal target was incongruent with target
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presentations (M = 462 ms, SE = 14 ms), F(1, 41) = 1.512, p > 0.05, η2 =.034. Similarly, there
was no effect of Probe Location, with response times to probes that appeared congruently with
subliminal targets (M = 460 ms, SE = 13 ms) not reliably different from response times to probes
that appeared incongruently with subliminal targets (M = 459 ms, SE = 14), F(1, 41) = .060, p >
0.05, η2 = .001. Interactions between Memory Cue and Subliminal Location, F(1, 41) = 2.101,
Memory Cue and Probe Location, F(1, 41) = .882, and Subliminal Location and Probe Location,
F(1, 41) = .022, all failed to reliably differ, p > 0.056. The three-way interaction between
Memory Cue, Subliminal Location, and Probe Location was also not reliable, F(1, 41) = .107, p
> 0.05, η2 = .002. Given that there were no significant differences in probe response times across
any condition, the prediction that spatial location information would be inhibited, resulting in
IOR effects (e.g., Taylor & Fawcett, 2005; Fawcett & Taylor, 2011), was not supported. In
addition, the lack of IOR effects fails to replicate previous work that has shown slowing
following Forget instructions.
Similar to Experiment 1, an additional analysis was conducted on probe response times to
determine whether successful implementation of memory cues was associated with slower probe
responses. A 2 (Memory Cue) x 2 (Subsequent Memory: Remembered, forgotten) RM ANOVA
was conducted on probe response times. Unlike Experiment 1A, there was no effect of
Subsequent Memory, with probe response times for forgotten items (M = 416 ms, SE = 13 ms)
not reliably different from remembered items (M = 416 ms, SE = 13 ms), F(1, 41) = .626, p >
0.05, η2 = .015. The interaction between Memory Cue and Subsequent Memory was also not
reliable, F(1, 41) = .460, p > 0.05, η2 = .011. Overall, these results fail to support previous
research that has shown that when participants engage in intentional forgetting following a
Forget cue, response time to speeded probes are slowed.
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Figure 19. Response times (ms) by subsequent memory.
Recognition Performance. To determine whether participants’ subsequent recognition
accuracy (defined as hits for studied items) was impacted by memory cues, a 2 (Memory Cue)
factor RM ANOVA was conducted comparing recognition accuracy for Forget targets to
recognition accuracy for Remember targets. I hypothesized that participants should exhibit a
main effect of Memory Cue, with more R items subsequently recognized than F items (i.e.,
standard DF effects). The analysis revealed a significant difference between Forget targets and
Remember targets, with fewer Forget items accurately recognized (M = .56, SE = .03) than
Remember items (M = .62, SE = .03), F(1, 41) = 15.80, p < .01, η2 = 0.28; see Figure 20. This
replicates previous work and Experiment 1A, showing a DF effect. Unlike Experiment 1A,
additional analysis revealed that accuracy for Forget items reliably differed from chance, t(41) =
2.264, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.11.
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Figure 20. Accuracy (hits for target items) by Memory Cue.
Participants’ recognition performance for novel items was also assessed. To determine
whether participants falsely recognized matched foils more often than novel foils, false alarm
rates were assessed by a paired sample t-test between the two foil types. Analysis revealed that
false alarm rates for matched foils were indeed higher (M = .43, SE = .02) than false alarm rates
for unrelated foils (M = .21, SE = .02), t(41) = 11.53, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.76. An additional 3 (Foil
Type: Forget foil, remember foil, novel foil) factor RM ANOVA revealed that false alarms for
TBR foils were highest (M = .46, SE = .02), followed by TBF foils (M = .41, SE = .03), and
lowest for novel foils (M = .21, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = 73.36, p < 0.01, η2 = .65; see Figure 21. The
higher false alarm rates for TBF foils, relative to novel foils, again lends support to the
hypothesis that item identity information is degraded, but not nonexistent, for representations of
target items participants were cued to forget. The higher false alarm rates for TBR foils,
however, does not support this same conclusion, nor does it support the results of Experiment 1.
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Figure 21. False alarm rates for matched foils of TBF items, TBR items, and novel items.
Next, the order in which participants were shown novel foils versus targets was also
examined. If exogenous attentional withdrawal results in a degraded version of a target
representation, it is possible that a semantically matched foil of a Forget item would be
recognized on the basis of familiarity (Goernert et al., 2006, 2007), resulting in higher false
alarm rates for matched foils when they are presented first during test. To determine whether test
order impacted recognition performance (defined again as hits for target items and false alarms
to novel foil), separate 2 (Memory Cue) x 2 (Test Order: Target tested first, foil tested first) RM
ANOVAs were conducted. Like Experiment 1, only novel contributions are discussed. For
targets, there was no reliable effect of Test Order, with comparable accuracy overall when targets
were presented first during test (M = .61, SE = .03) as when matched foils were presented first
(M = .57, SE = .03), F(1, 41) = 2.912, p > 0.05, η2 = .065; see Figure 22. The interaction between
Memory Cue and Test Order was also not reliable, F(1, 41) = .071, p > 0.05, η2 = .002. For foils,
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there was no reliable effect of Memory Cue, with comparable false alarms to foils associated
with TBF targets (M = .42, SE = .02), relative to foils associated with TBR targets (M = .44, SE =
.02), F(1, 41) = 1.31, p > 0.05, η2 = .03. There was no effect of Test Order for foils, with
comparable false alarms when targets were tested first (M = .43, SE = .03) as when foils were

Figure 22. Recognition performance for targets.

tested first (M = .43, SE = .03), F(1, 41) = 0.0, p > 0.05, η2 = .00. A significant interaction
between Memory Cue and Test Order was observed for foils, with participants exhibiting lower
false alarm rates for foils of TBF taargets when the foil was tested first (M = .383, SE = .04), and
higher false alarm rates for foils of TBR targets when the foil was tested first (M = .48, SE =
.03), F(1, 41) = 12.48, p < 0.01, η2 = .233; see Figure 23. Overall, this pattern of results does not
mirror that of Experiment 1. Although this pattern suggests that the basis of participants’
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Figure 23. Recognition performance for foils.
recognition decisions may change depending on when target objects are presented and what
memory instruction is associated, conclusions about whether Remember items are associated
with recollection and Forget items associated with familiarity are not possible based on current
manipulations and results.
To determine how DF instructions impacted memory for source material, participants’
source monitoring accuracy (defined as correct source identifications for target items, and
matching source identifications for matched foils) were also examined using separate 2 (Memory
Cue) x 2 (Recognition Decision: Correct, incorrect) RM ANOVAs. In Experiment 2, source
material referred to the spatial location in which items were presented during study; I predicted a
main effect of Memory Cue for target items, such that source accuracy should be higher
following instructions to remember, relative to instructions to forget. No reliable effect of
Memory Cue was observed, with source accuracy comparable for Remember items (M = .61, SE
= .02), relative to source accuracy for Forget items (M = .60, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = .054, p >
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0.05, η2 = .00. An effect of Recognition Decision was observed, such that target items were
associated with higher source accuracy if they were correctly recognized (M = .67, SE = .02)
than if they were incorrectly identified (M = .54, SE = .01), F(1, 41) = 35.31, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.46.
There was no reliable interaction between Memory Cue and Recognition Decision, F(1, 41) =
1.36, p > 0.05, η2 = .46. Because Memory Cues did not impact source accuracy, this suggests that
spatial information may not be inhibited following Forget instructions (see Figure 24). Again,
given brief presentation times, it is possible that 500 ms was not sufficient time to effectively
encode source material related to spatial location in the current experiment.

Figure 24. Source accuracy (defined as hits for target items).
For foil items, a main effect of Memory Cue was observed, with TBF foils associated
with lower source accuracy (M = .54, SE = .02) than TBR foils (M = .58, SE = .02), F(1, 41) =
4.33, p < 0.05, η2 = .01. There was also a reliable difference in source accuracy between correctly
identified foils (M = .50, SE = .02) and incorrectly identified foils (M = .62, SE = .02), F(1, 41) =
15.42, p < 0.05, η2 = .27. A reliable interaction was also observed, with source accuracy most
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often matching the targets' location for TBR foils that were incorrectly identified (M = .67, SE =
.03) and lowest for TBR foils that were correctly identified (M = .50, SE = .02), F(1, 41) = 7.264,
p < 0.05, η2 = .15; see Figure 25. Although this pattern of results does not mirror the pattern for
targets, it does suggest that source information for Remember targets is the most preserved at
retrieval. If participants mistakenly identify matched foils as previously studied (i.e., incorrect
recognition decisions), this suggests that the source information associated with targets is
preserved, leading to higher source accuracy despite the misrecognition. However, as suggested
above, these results might also indicate that participants may have failed to strongly encode
Remember items and were making decisions on the basis of familiarity; when a TBR foil was
mistakenly identified as previously studied, participants’ source decision most often matched that
of the target item. This suggests either that participants did not encode Remember targets as
strongly as Experiment 1, or that spatial information may be generally weaker contextual
information in a DF task.

Figure 25. Source accuracy (defined as a matching source identification for foil items).
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Signal detection indices (i.e., d’ and c) were again computed for each participant based
on behavioral response (hits and false alarms) during the recognition test. Separate paired sample
t tests were conducted on sensitivity and bias, comparing both indices across items’ associated
memory cue. Fourteen participants were excluded from analysis based on lack of perceptual
sensitivity (as indexed by sensitivity values less than zero); sensitivity and bias were analyzed
from the remaining 28 participants. Analyses revealed no reliable difference in sensitivity across
TBR and TBF targets and foils, t(27) = -1.183, p > 0.05, with participants again exhibiting
comparable albeit low sensitivity for TBR items (M = .75, SE = .11) and TBF items (M = .64, SE
= .08). Unlike Experiment 1A, participants’ exhibited more liberal bias for TBR items (M = -.22,
SE = .06), relative to TBF items (M = -.05, SE = .04), t(27) = 3.13, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = .62; see
Figure 26. The d’ values are again consistent with the DF effects described above, in particular
that participants recognition memory was generally poorer than other literature examining

Figure 26. Signal detection indices of d' and c by Memory Cue.
memory for pictures (e.g., Quinlan et al., 2010; Shephard, 1967). The fact that participants
exhibited a liberal bias for TBR items may also explain increased false alarm rates for TBR foils
because participants were more likely to call test exemplars old, relative to a more conservative
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bias. However, these results do not explain why participants were overall less accurate in
identifying studied images, relative to Experiment 1A, nor does it explain why participants
exhibited lack of IOR effects.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 replicate and extend the results of Experiment 1. IOR effects
were again not observed, with participants exhibiting comparable response speed for probes
following Forget cues and for probes following Remember cues, similar to the results of
Experiment 1. Participants showed higher recognition accuracy for targets associated with
Remember cues, relative to targets that were associated with Forget cues. In addition,
participants were most accurate when identifying items associated with Remember cues when
the target was tested first, or when items were targets associated with a Remember cue. These
results speak to the fact that items associated with Remember cues should also be associated with
the strongest memory trace, and, by extension, the highest accuracy. The fact that participants
were most accurate in identifying target items associated with Remember cues may speak to the
strength of the memory trace, although it does not precisely reveal the mechanism by which
Remember items are preferentially maintained.
Overall, these results suggest that while participants may retain some diagnostic
information about studied items associated with Forget instructions (e.g., a coffee cup) during a
directed forgetting task, the withdrawal of exogenous attention may prevent the retention of a
more detailed memory trace (e.g., the specific studied coffee cup). Because participants’ source
memory for items associated with Forget cues was also poor, this result also suggests that
withdraw of exogenous attention might also prevent the retention of spatial information, in this
case, the side of the screen on which the target item appeared, and this in turn prevents source
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context information from bolstering the memory representation of a Forget item. However,
because mixed results were obtained across Experiments 1 and 2, firm conclusions regarding the
nature of attentional inhibition in DF tasks cannot be made based solely on the results of
Experiment 2.
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current experiments examined the underlying attentional mechanisms of DF effects
by using an item-method DF task and assessing behavioral response through reaction time and
both implicit and explicit recognition memory metrics. Experiment 1 investigated whether the
exogenous attentional withdrawal hypothesized to occur following instructions to intentionally
forget resulted in a degraded memory trace, specifically by examining whether item identity
information suffered for items associated with Forget instructions. Participants experienced an
item-method DF task, during which they were instructed to remember or forget individual
images. Based on prior work that has demonstrated forgetting is an effortful cognitive process as
opposed to passive, participants also responded to probes following memory instructions by
identifying a briefly presented letter. Importantly, participants were shown subliminal primes
prior to responding to probes, intended to reveal whether item identity information was inhibited
by the withdrawal of exogenous attention following instructions to forget. In Experiment 1A,
participants next completed a subsequent recognition and source monitoring test indicating
whether images were associated with Remember or Forget instructions, and in Experiment 1B,
participants completed an implicit memory test (a version of perceptual identification). Results
revealed no IOR, but replicated DF effects. Additionally, Experiment 1 demonstrated effective
DF of images, as well as that source information did indeed suffer after attentional withdrawal.
Experiment 1B demonstrated mixed results: While response times for all studied items were
faster, regardless of whether items were associated with Remember or Forget cues, accuracy in
identification of degraded images associated with Forget cues was lower than accuracy for
identification of novel items.
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Experiment 2 extended the findings of Experiment 1 by investigating whether a similar
inhibition of spatial information could be observed following instructions to forget. Instead of
presenting images at center, participants studied images to the left and right of central fixation,
and during a subsequent recognition and source monitoring test, indicated whether images had
been studied on the left- or right-hand side of the screen. Although no IOR effects were observed
again in Experiment 2, DF effects for studied images were demonstrated. Source monitoring
results were similar to Experiment 1, with participants more accurate at identifying the spatial
location of previously studied items that were correctly recognized during test, although no effect
of memory instructions were documented. The false alarm rates of semantically matched foils
mirrored Experiment 1, with participants more likely to falsely identify matched foils than
unrelated foils.
Taken together, the results of both experiments demonstrate that DF effects can be
established using images, and that related source information may be inhibited or even not
encoded for items associated with Forget instructions. The lack of IOR observed, however, is
unlike previous work using dot probes (Fawcett & Taylor, 2008, 2010; Taylor, 2005, Taylor &
Fawcett, 2011). Both Experiments 1 and 2 used a more complex probe (letter probe
identification) intended to produce larger effects and engage participants in a more effortful task.
However, this manipulation failed to produce any significant slowing following either cue type,
regardless of if the probe and subliminal target presentation were congruent or incongruent with
each other (Experiment 1), or in any combination with the target item (Experiment 2). It is
possible that the lack of IOR observed in Experiment 1 was because of the central presentation of
target items. Although previous work has shown that while participants do exhibit slower
responses to dot probes following central target presentation (Taylor & Fawcett, 2008), there is
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also evidence suggesting that subliminal presentation of spatial information is sufficient to
produce IOR (Mulckhuyse et al., 2007). However, no IOR was observed in Experiment 1 when a
DF task was combined with subliminal item presentation and subsequent probe discrimination.
Given that no IOR was observed in the current experiment, it is possible that subliminal
presentation was not sufficient to capture attention in a DF task, leading to lack of IOR but
consistent DF effects. Further, because participants’ eye movements were neither constrained nor
tracked, it is possible that participants simply directed their gaze off screen following the item
presentation. This explanation seems unlikely given that participants’ error rate in probe
identification across all experiments was significantly lower than chance (M = .10, SE = .01),
t(125) = -71.20, p < 0.05. The most likely explanation for Experiment 1 is twofold: That
participants were shown all images at center, and that subliminal item presentation failed to
capture attention. IOR in DF tasks relies on a spatially compatible response. Because there was
no spatial information associated with the target presentations, this could explain why no IOR
was observed.
Because no IOR was observed again in Experiment 2, it is also possible that because the
task used did not require participants to engage in any processing and required only single,
perceptually-based decisions (i.e., deciding what letter had been presented), participants did not
need to disengage from memory instructions to respond. If participants failed to disengage from
forget processes, no IOR effects would have been observed. This explanation also seems
unlikely given that previous work has used even more simplistic tasks (simple dot probe
localization decisions) and shown small albeit robust IOR effects. Previous work examining IOR
using perceptual discrimination have shown that participants may not exhibit IOR in the same
direction as probe localization (e.g., responses following Remember cues may be slower than
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responses following Forget cues; Taylor & Fawcett, 2011), but no reliable differences were
observed across either memory cue in the current experiments. The departure from previous
work utilizing probe localization may be partially responsible; specifically, Taylor and Fawcett
(2011) argued that spatially compatible (or incompatible) responses are required to exhibit IOR.
Although the task utilized in the current experiments did include spatial responses (e.g.,
participants were instructed to maintain their index fingers of each hand on one of the two
required buttons throughout the experiment), no IOR was observed based on any combination of
subliminal, probe, or response locations. Finally, it is possible that because every trial was
followed by probe decisions, participants viewed their primary task as responding to probes, and
not to engaging memory cues. However, this explanation is not supported by the DF effects
observed across both Experiment 1 and 2. Given that forgetting effects were observed, but no
IOR was associated with either Experiment 1 or 2, this suggests that IOR in DF tasks may be
linked only to spatial information, as indexed by localization tasks, and may not be detectable
using discrimination or simple detection (Taylor & Fawcett, 2011).
A similar potential alternative is that that because the current study directed participants
to maintain their gaze at central fixation (intended to both prevent participants from detecting
subliminal primes, and from focusing on one side of the screen and failing to detect probes), lack
of IOR might have been due to participants’ attention directed to center. Experiments 1 and 2
relied on subliminal primes to examine whether item identity information would continue to
capture attention after cues to forget. It is possible that this method (and its requirement that
participants return their gaze to center) was not ideal to investigate withdrawal of exogenous
attention. An alternative method of investigation might be to replace the dot probes with
repetitions of target images; for example, participants could make localization decisions about
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briefly presented images of targets or unrelated distractors. In this way, the subliminal primes
could be eliminated, and participants would no longer be explicitly required to return their gaze
to center. If participants inhibit item identity information, IOR should be observed for “target
probes,” relative to unrelated probe images. If, on the other hand, only spatial information is
inhibited, spatially congruent probes should exhibit the slowest response times, relative to
incongruent probes. Given the influence of repetition priming, however, utilizing target images
as probes would risk minimizing or even eliminating DF effects. To combat repetition priming,
probe presentation times would either need to be very brief (i.e., less than 250 ms, as has been
used in prior literature; Fawcett & Taylor, 2008; Taylor & Fawcett, 2010, 2011), or probe images
would need to be presented in an altered format (e.g., partial images as opposed to the entire
image, or matched foil images). These methods would potentially allow for a more precise
documentation of whether item identity or spatial location is inhibited during exogenous
attentional withdrawal.
Further, the results of the current experiments do not demonstrate long-term effects of
attentional inhibition. To determine whether participants’ attention is subsequently inhibited for
items that are supposedly forgotten, future investigations might combine item-method DF tasks
(e.g., as described above) with a visual search task, during which Forget items might serve as
search targets or distractors. If participants’ attention is inhibited by the presence of items
previously associated with Forget cues, or if their search times (i.e., time to locate targets) or
target verification times (i.e., time needed to identify fixated objects as targets; see Malcolm &
Henderson, 2009) are longer for targets previously associated with Forget cues, this would
provide further evidence that item representations are inhibited for F items. Few studies have
used images in item-method DF tasks (cf. Quinlan et al., 2010; Goernert, Corenblum, & Otani,
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2011), as such, there is little literature describing how forgotten images affect subsequent
attentional processes (excluding research investigating visual working memory processes; e.g.,
Williams & Woodman, 2012; Williams, Hong, Kang, Carlisle, & Woodman, 2013). An
investigation of this nature might also provide evidence for the retrieval inhibition hypothesis,
discussed in greater detail below.
Importantly, the lack of IOR effects in the current study also fail to demonstrate effort
involved in successful forgetting. Participants did not differ in response speeds to probe items
across both experiments, although participants did exhibit faster probe responses following
Remember cues if the target was subsequently remembered (Experiment 1). This result has
interesting implications, given that typical IOR effects in DF tasks are not accompanied by
facilitation following Remember cues (see Taylor & Fawcett, 2011). The fact that participants
were faster to respond to probes following Remember cues when the target was subsequently
remembered, relative to probes following Forget cues when the target was subsequently
remembered, suggests that DF processes may share similarities with stop-signal inhibition
(Hourihan & Taylor, 2006). If, as previous work has suggested, remember instructions are
considered participants “default,” this pattern of response times might suggest that if participants
are unsuccessful in implementing Forget cues, default processes persist, and items are
subsequently remembered. To examine more specifically whether DF methods resemble stopsignal paradigms, future investigations might examine participants’ recognition accuracy when
they are interrupted during implementation of memory instructions. If participants are interrupted
while engaging Remember instructions, it is possible that recognition accuracy would remain
unchanged if remembering is a “default” process that requires fewer cognitive resources to
engage (cf. Wetzel & Hunt, 1977).
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The lack of demonstrable effort involved in forgetting in the current experiments could
be due to several methodological departures from previous work. For one, the probe task differed
from previous work; however, as stated above, the likelihood that making the probe task more
difficult also prevented participants from exhibiting IOR effects seems unlikely. If anything, the
current experiments’ probes should have produced greater IOR effects, given that it was a more
effortful task than simple dot probes. An alternative explanation could be that the timing used
across both experiments was too long, and participants had already completed implementation of
the memory cue by the time the subliminal object and probe were presented. However, this also
seems unlikely, as the range of ISIs used across both experiments were drawn from time courses
shown to produce reliable DF and IOR effects (Taylor & Fawcett, 2011). The results of the
current experiments do not speak to the effortful nature of forgetting; as such, future
investigations could more directly examine attentional withdrawal by documenting participants’
eye movement patterns during a DF task. In addition, future investigations utilizing objective
indices of effort (e.g., pupil dilation) could examine whether successful intentional forgetting is
associated with more effort than unsuccessful forgetting. Relatedly, an investigation examining
objective indices of effort could document whether more effort to engage in a Forget instruction
also results in loss of more identity (or other source) information. To more effectively isolate
effortful processes, future investigations could combine paradigms designed to elicit IOR with
eye-tracking to precisely determine whether participants’ attention (as indexed, for example, by
eye movements) is inhibited from specific items, spatial locations, or a combination of both.
In addition, previous work has suggested that active attentional inhibition is responsible
for either removing TBF items from working memory, or preventing attention from returning to
TBF items. To investigate whether participants require active working memory processes to
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inhibit attention to TBF items, participants could be given a working memory load (e.g., a list of
digits) before completing item-method DF trials. If participants are less effective at
implementing Forget cues while working memory resources are occupied (as evidenced by
higher recognition accuracy for TBF items during subsequent recognition), this would provide
more evidence that forgetting is an active cognitive process and requires attentional control.
Alternatively, interrupting participants’ implementation of Forget cues by having participants
engage in tasks intended to occupy working memory resources might also reveal whether
attentional inhibition requires active working memory processes. To investigate this question, the
probe localization (or identification) decision could be replaced with a simple task designed to
engage working memory (e.g., a math problem). If participants are slower to complete a working
memory task following a Forget cue, this would provide similar evidence that attentional
inhibition relies on active working memory resources. Previous research utilizing interruption
following memory cues has interpreted DF effects as evidence supportive of selective rehearsal
(e.g., if participants are interrupted after receiving memory cues, R item memory is impaired, but
F item memory remains unchanged; Wetzel & Hunt, 1977). However, it is also possible that
these patterns of results may instead be reflective of attentional inhibition, and reliance on active
working memory processes (e.g., Basden et al., 1993),
Many recent studies examining working memory processes in DF tasks have focused on
visual working memory using tasks such as change detection (e.g., Williams & Woodman, 2012;
Williams et al., 2013; see also Woodman & Luck, 2007). For example, Williams and Woodman
(2012) demonstrated superior change detection performance when participants were cued to
forget part of memory displays, relative to when participants maintained entire displays. Other
recent work has examined performance when participants are told to prioritize particular objects
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within a display and demonstrated that prioritized objects may be protected from subsequent
competing information, while de-prioritized objects (i.e., similar to TBF items) may be actively
removed from the memory set (Maxcey-Richard & Hollingworth, 2013). Across these
investigations, there are few discussions of more long-term memory DF tasks or processes, and
results are interpreted as supporting differential encoding or maintenance, rather than differential
attentional processes. Future investigations could look toward combining these hypotheses to
better understand what processes actually underlie DF effects, and whether there are similarities
between visual working memory DF tasks and more long-term memory DF tasks (e.g., item- or
list-method DF).
In both Experiments 1 and 2, participants were more accurate at identifying target items
associated with Remember cues, relative to targets associated with Forget cues. These results
were accompanied by higher false alarm rates for semantically matched foils, relative to
unrelated foils. Source accuracy for targets demonstrated an interesting pattern: When
participants were incorrect in their recognition decision for F items (i.e., they failed to recognize
F items as previously studied), they were also more accurate in their source decisions. The
opposite was true for R items that were incorrectly recognized. However, source accuracy for
foils did not mirror recognition accuracy across both experiments: In Experiment 1, participants
were more accurate at identifying the source of Forget foils, and in Experiment 2, participants
were more accurate at identifying the source of Remember foils. Despite the different patterns of
results, these both support the hypothesis that Forget items may be identified on the basis of
familiarity instead of recollection (MacLeod, 1975; Goernert et al., 2006, 2007). These source
data might also be reflective of a simpler explanation, specifically that participants may have
exhibited response bias for Forget identifications in Experiment 1A, but not in Experiment 2.
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These explanations are not mutually exclusive; previous work has suggested that when
participants make DF source decisions, they do so on the basis of strength-based memory criteria
(Goernert et al., 2006, 2007, 2011). For example, participants were more likely to respond that
faces were associated with Forget cues if they were identified (correctly or incorrectly) as new
(Goernert et al., 2011). This is similar to the pattern observed in Experiment 1A and could
indicate that items participants feel are novel are automatically classified as previously
associated with Forget cues, which would lead to a clear response bias. However, in the current
experiments, because participants made only one recognition decision and one source decision,
these data do not reveal any novel information about the basis of participants’ decisions, and
whether participants were identifying items on the basis of memory strength.
To investigate this further, future investigations could combine similar item-method DF
paradigms with Remember-Know (RK) paradigms, or paradigms intended to precisely examine
how participants decide an item is old or new instead of only asking for a dichotomous
recognition decision (e.g., confidence-based recognition decisions). A similar investigation could
involve participants identifying the source of only items identified as old to combat the
development of potential response biases. Although participants did not exhibit better perceptual
discrimination for R items, relative to F items, as indexed by d’ in Experiment 1A and 2,
previous work suggests that DF effects do rely on varying memory strength.Based on evidence
that participants use strength-based criteria and exhibit better perceptual discrimination for R
items, relative to F items (Goernert et al., 2011), I would expect that DF decisions would show a
clear pattern, with more R items classified as “remember” and more F items classified as “know”
(see also Basden & Basden, 1996), or as high and low confidence, respectively.
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To more precisely investigate DF processes, future research could examine how DF
effects might change when memory strength is manipulated at encoding (e.g., Ullspurger et al.,
2000) or at test in combination with overt measures of effort. The retrieval inhibition hypothesis
suggests that participants must “release” F items from inhibition at retrieval in order to
accurately identify them (Basden & Basden, 1998); if strongly retrieved F items are associated
with greater effort than strongly retrieved R items, this would provide evidence that retrieval
inhibition is indeed acting upon forgotten items. If an investigation of this nature was combined
with an investigation of inhibition during encoding, it might be possible to determine whether a
combination of inhibition at encoding (i.e., attentional inhibition) and retrieval (i.e., retrieval
inhibition) are responsible for DF effects.
In addition, Experiment 1B failed to produce any evidence that intentional forgetting
produces effects on implicit memory retrieval, as evidenced by the fact that participants’
response times during a perceptual identification task were no different across Remember and
Forget targets. Similar investigations of forgetting have also reported mixed results when
examining forgotten items using implicit measures. For example, Perfect et al. (2002)
investigated retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF) and documented that although some implicit tasks
showed RIF effects, others did not. In RIF tasks, participants typically exhibit poorer memory for
studied but unpracticed items, relative to studied and practiced items (for a review, see Storm &
Levy, 2012). When participants are given implicit memory tests following RIF tasks, tests that
rely on conceptual representations (e.g., cued recall, category generation, category verification)
show reliable effects, with forgotten items failing to exhibit typical implicit benefits (e.g., cued
recall performance is impaired for studied but unpracticed items). In tests that tap into perceptual
representations (e.g., similar to the perceptual identification task utilized here), no effects are
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observed. Perfect et al. (2002) argued that this is due to the nature of the implicit tasks, and
suggested that tasks during which items are forgotten result in inhibition during retrieval for
specific items, but that the item representations remains unchanged. It is possible that DF effects
are reflected only in conceptual, and not in perceptual, representations of items. Because the
current experiments utilized only an implicit task that relied on perceptual identification (i.e.,
perceptual implicit memory), it is possible that alternative measures that rely on conceptual
implicit memory (e.g., category generation) are necessary to document DF effects, and would
potentially reveal important information about how item representations may be altered
following instructions to forget.
Generally, participants were poor at perceptual identification as presented in Experiment
1B, with poor identification of targets (M = .51, SE = .02), foils (M = .50, SE = .02), and novel
tested items (M = .55, SE = .01). Response times were also long for an identification task, with
slow identifications of targets (M = 2866 ms, SE = 118 ms), foils (M = 2771 ms, SE = 125 ms),
and novel items (M = 2828 ms, SE = 145 ms). As discussed previously, participants identified
targets, foils, and novel images from the Massive Memory Object Database (MMOD; Brade et
al., 2008). While the MMOD contains upward of 4,000 images, pilot testing identified 100 image
pairs to be used as targets and foils in the current experiments. The limited number of target-foil
pairs suggests that there was potential for the images themselves to be responsible for inaccurate
identifications and slow responses, relative to a different set of 100 image pairs. Although pilot
testing revealed a set of images with “average” (around 50%) accuracy and the widest range of
response times, it is possible that individual differences across target-foil pairs (e.g., some pairs
were easier than others to identify), and differences between pairs and novel images (e.g., some
novel images may have been easier to identify) might have contributed to the rate of accurate
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identifications, specifically the finding that participants were more accurate to identify novel
images, relative to studied images. It is also possible that the image manipulation utilized (image
manipulation details go here) might have contributed to participants’ difficulty in identifying
degraded images. To address this, future investigations could use greater numbers of target-foil
pairs and perhaps identify other image manipulations to encourage more accurate responding.
Retrieval inhibition, while not directly tested in the current experiment, is also supported
by evidence from visual working memory studies examining implicit memory for forgotten
objects (e.g., during a change detection task). Busch (2013) documented that although
participants often had no explicit memory trace for objects that had changed during a change
detection ask, event-related potential (ERP) activity showed a reliable difference between old
and new items. Similar to Perfect et al. (2002), Busch suggested that failure to retrieve an item
representation, and not failure to encode the item, was responsible for participants performance.
Given the relevance of retrieval inhibition to DF effects, it is possible that a similar explanation
could apply to the current studies.
Although the retrieval inhibition hypothesis provides potential explanatory power to the
results found in the current experiments, it is in stark contrast to the attentional inhibition
hypothesis. Because only one implicit test was used in the current experiment, future research
will be needed to definitively state what happens to an item representation after instructions to
forget. The use of alternative implicit measures (e.g., cued recall, category generation, etc.) could
reveal DF effects and would provide greater evidence for retrieval inhibition, attentional
inhibition, or some combination working in tandem to produce memory deficits for TBF items.
An additional avenue of investigation could be to present participants with target images and
associated memory cues during test and have participants indicate whether the pairings are
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correct or incorrect; a manipulation of this nature might reveal additional information about how
memory cues are associated with studied items, similar to source monitoring, by examining
participants’ accuracy and decision speed. However, many implicit tasks that tap into conceptual
representations rely on verbal processes (e.g., cued recall, stem completion, etc.) and might
necessitate different stimuli than used in the current experiments.
In summary, the current experiments represent an investigation of what specific
information is inhibited during intentional forgetting. Specifically, by examining exogenous
attentional withdrawal proposed by the attentional inhibition hypothesis (Zacks, 1989), both
experiments investigated whether item identity information and/or spatial information are
inhibited during a DF task. Across two experiments, clear forgetting effects were observed, with
participants exhibiting better memory for items they were instructed to remember, relative to
items they were instructed to forget. However, no inhibitory effects were observed, raising
further questions about how attention is inhibited following instructions to intentionally forget
information, and what specific information attentional withdrawal inhibits. Future research will
examine these questions in greater detail to determine the specific attentional mechanisms that
underlie active and effortful forgetting processes.
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